
Crisis Communications



What is a crisis?





Kinds of crises
you expect
Generic

(can happen to anyone)

Specific
(can happen only to you)



What is a crisis?
cr•sis (kri’sis). 1. a stage in a sequence of events at which the
trend of all future events, esp. for better or for worse, is 
determined; turning point. 2. the point in a play or story at
which hostile elements are most tensely opposed to each other.
3. Med. a. the point in the course of a serious disease at which
a decisive change occurs leading either to recovery or death.

-Random House Dictionary of the English Language



Implications for Crisis Communications
Problem
• Change for better 

or for worse
• Hostile elements
• Recovery or death

are the grist of news, 
big news that can 

hurt you!

Opportunity
• Make it change for 

the better
• Wear the white hat
• Recover

and enhance your 
reputation out of 

the crisis!



The opportunity 
in crisis 
communications
To enhance the 
reputation of your 
organization



-Adapted from someone else

It is a situation that puts your
organization’s values on trial
in the court of public opinion.

What is a crisis?



What does the public expect?
• It expects you to care about what has happened
• It wants to know what you are doing about the situation
• It wants to know what you are doing to prevent

recurrence



There will be crisis 
communications
Events that put an organization 
into a crisis are usually news –
big news.

The media’s job is to cover the 
news.

So, if you don’t communicate, 
others will.



Quick start
• Focus on the first few hours
• Have a quick-start guide
• Prepare materials in 

advance
• Anticipate likely scenarios
• Pre-approve responses in 

advance
• Most important:                  

DO NO HARM



Positioning

• What do you want people to think about you?
• you care
• you are doing something
• you will prevent recurrence



• Who will speak for the 
organization?
• who is the voice of the values 
and the facts?
• who embodies care, correction

and prevention?
• who is the technical expert?
• what is the role of remote 

“others”? 

Question

#1



• What will the 
spokesperson say?
• what is the process for 

gathering information?
• how do you ensure it is 

accurate?
• who approves the release 

of the information?

Question

#2



• Where will the spokesperson 
say it?
• central location for briefing the 

media:
• large enough to handle a crowd
• technologically friendly
• phone lines and workspaces

• site briefings.
• Use of modern technology, such 

as Web site, Email, text 
messaging, Webcasting and 
Podcasting.   

Question

#3



• How will you notify key 
stakeholders?
• How will you notify and 

activate your crisis 
communications team?
• You must have a team

• Do you have current phone 
numbers and email addresses for 
them?

• Do you have technology to 
reach them off-hours, such as cell 
numbers, texting capabilities?  

Question

#4



response plan
COVID-19 communications

for senior living



Create a centralized 
communications team 
with leadership for 
• Operations
• Communications
• Legal
• Human resources



• Person Under 
Investigation (PUI)
• Presumptive Positive 

Case of COVID-19
• Laboratory-Confirmed 

Case of COVID-19
• Death Related to 

COVID-19

Stages of
Response



(PUI): Any person who is 
under investigation for 
having the virus that 
causes COVID-19, or 
who was under 
investigation but tested 
negative for the virus.

Person Under 
Investigation



Anyone who has tested 
positive for the virus, 
but testing was 
conducted at the local 
or state level. Currently, 
presumptive positive 
cases must have a 
sample undergo 
confirmatory testing at 
the CDC.

Presumptive
Positive Case
of COVID-19



Anyone who has 
tested positive for 
the virus at the 
CDC laboratory.

Laboratory-
Confirmed Case
of COVID-19



Death related 
to COVID-19




